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Research

Out of the Box is a game on the chilrens 
drens website “CartoonNetwork”. The game 

showcases 3 characters being; the Panda, Bear 
and Polarbear which are all child friendly. 
The game is also permiated by a soundtrack 
which also engaging and provides a layer of 
immersion for the user even though the game 

is purposly light and fun.

The whole game follows a simplistical ca-
troonistic art style which again onlt adds 
the child friendliness of the game; i think 
it is important have simple graphics in the 
game mainly because you want to keep the 

child intrested and engaged as we’ve previ-
ously mentioned.

The games idea and progression follows the 
three characters (panda, bear and  polar-

bear) and the whole underlying concept it on 
the basis of teamwork. through the levels you 
must call different characters in to assist 
you as each character has different attrib-
uted and abilities which must be utilized in 
order to progerss through the games levels. 
The menu design of the game is minimalistic 
too following along with the    design we 

previously saw with simple little buttons for 
things like pause, sound, menu etc. this is 
an impotant feature to have and should con-

sider for our game 

The next game ; “Perfect Mowin’” Based off 
the t.v show “Regular Show” is a simple one 
with only 1 goal; mow the lawn as accurect as 
possible. The UI of the game follows a simple 
basis of having a score and round in the top 
for track of progress and to show that the 
user/player is progressing and has the char-
acter mordecai standing with the accuracy of 
the current mowed lawn and the accuracy need-

ed to pass the current stage.

 The font used in the ui is easy to read 
and understand and has a cartoon feel which 
matches the cartoon feel of the show. The 
backgroun is a familier scene from the show 
being the house in which they live/work. The 
main centerpeice of the UI is the actual game 
its-self being rigby riding on a lawnmower 
making sure to keep the characters person-
ality in the game (as the players would be    
assumed to have watched the show) the game 

panel its self is the pattern which the play-
er must mow in one colour and the parts they 
shouldnt mow in another. its a 16x16 square 
consisting of 256 tiles. The lawn is boxed 
off with a dirt outline. comapring this to 

the previous game it shows the same simple ui 
features; allthough there is no way to pause 
this game unfortunatly or any menu at all. 

which is a downside as you cannot pause until 
completeing its small 5 levels.  

Market madness is another game on the Car-
toon Network site based of its airing tvshow 
“Clarence” the game has again like all the 

previous ones a simple concept match the food 
on the shevels as you run down the isle to 

the ones on the list in the top right corner. 

The UI of the game contains 3 different as-
pects, Lives/chances left, score and the re-

quired items needed to get more score.

Behind the UI is the game its self following 
the art style from the show its based off, 
and the main character running down the isle 
of the store while different items fly past 
on the shevels. The objective of the game is 
to again match the food to the list to score 
points. You only die when you click on wrong 
items 3 times but in reality you could just 
never die, there is no end goal unfortunatly. 

like other games the UI contains contrasting 
colours to its font so it stands out and the 
user can see it easliy. unlike other games it 

contains text UI and imagery.   



Research

WONDER DOODLER
Wonder doodler is a game where the player has 
to trace over lines on the screen using the 
mouse  in-order to produce an overall pic-
ture. The game appears to be very difficult 
to play using the mouse as the experience is 
very distant to drawing. The game uses pastel 
colour schemes and a very rounded shape lan-
guage which appeals to both boys and girls. 
In the puzzles, important elements also ap-
pear to vibrate to draw the children’s at-
tention. The does not appear to be an educa-
tional goal in the game except perhaps visual 
vocabulary. I personally found the game very 
torturous to play and some critiques would 
say the game was “complete utter trash”. I 
believe the difficulty in tracing is part of 
the challenge behind the game as it’s hard. 
On the main menu the game has an audio but-
ton  as well as a settings menu that allows 
the player to turn off subtitles  as well as 

music and audio.

FLIGHT OF THE HAMSTER
Flight of the Hamster is spin-off game based 
on the popular kids series “Kids Next Door”.  
Due to the use of nukes and bombs as pow-
er-ups in the game I believe this game is 
targeted at young boys. The premise of the 
game is to launch young slightly obese ham-
sters across a green plain using a pillow 
slingshot with the goal being to reach as 

far as possible. Not much is in the player’s 
control except the timing of the sling shot 
which in it self will prove to be a diffi-

cult task for inexperienced players. The main 
gratification of the game comes from combo 
power-ups by accident to reach new highs-

scores. The reward for getting a good hit on 
your hamster is the gratification from sit-
ting back and mostly watching your hamster 
land series of combos and reaching further 
then the player once had before, a certain 

sense of exhilaration may be experienced from 
barely landing on power-ups and extending the 

flight of your hamster just a bit more.

The game appears to be designed for browsers 
however the format appears too small as some 
of the cartoon outlines appear too thin to be 
rendered proporly, this makes it quite dif-
ficult on the eye as well as give the game an 
unpolished look. The background of the game 
appears to be very simplistic and does not 

appear too distracting.

DANGER MOUSE
Danger Mouse is a 2D plate-former which fo-
cuses on collecting fruits and coins whilst 
clearing obstacles such as robots and CCTV 
cameras. There are two playable characters 
with unique traits, I believe this variety 
keeps the game interesting as the mechanics 
flip. This game hold the same basic educa-
tional value like many games in their puz-

zle solving elements, while there are no real 
links to core subjects like Mathematics, Eng-
lish and Science. One engaging aspect of this 
game comes from the varying heights and the 
adventure feeling which emanates from  over-
coming obstacles and clearing level after 
level. The game has many level pre-made so 
it does not rely on procedural generation. 
The game also feature a item collection sys-
tem gives the player a sense of achievement 
every-time they collect a new coin or fruit. 



Research

DANGER MOUSE
Danger Mouse is a 2D plate-former which fo-
cuses on collecting fruits and coins whilst 
clearing obstacles such as robots and CCTV 
cameras. There are two playable characters 
with unique traits, I believe this variety 
keeps the game interesting as the mechanics 
flip. This game hold the same basic educa-
tional value like many games in their puzzle 
solving elements, while there are no real 

links to core subjects like Mathematics, Eng-
lish and Science. One engaging aspect of this 
game comes from the varying heights and the 
adventure feeling which emanates from  over-
coming obstacles and clearing level after 
level. The game has many level pre-made so 
it does not rely on procedural generation. 
The game also feature a item collection sys-
tem gives the player a sense of achievement 
every-time they collect a new coin or fruit. 

QUESTIONAUT
Questionaut is an adventure game where you go 
on a journey to recover your friend’s lost 
hat. You travel through the odd and myste-
rious world of Questionaut with it’s many 

unique characters and floating islands. This 
game directly pushes the player to answer ac-
ademic questions in-order to progress in the 
journey. I loved this game as a child for its 
very vary strange world and education being 
almost secondary priority. I believe this 

game gives the player incentive to clear puz-
zles and math problems: To see more of this 
odd and wonderful world. Unlike other games, 
this game is mostly story driven dispite 
there being no dialogue between characters 
and the gameplay being mostly silent. This 
game manages to avoid the typical boredom 
of regular educational games as it does not 
overuse the puzzles and uses them sparingly. 
This prevents the player from being annoyed 
at the puzzle and sustain the levels of en-
joyment as more of the world is revealed.



LAUREN CHILD

ARTIST OVERVIEW:
 Lauren Child is an English illustrator 
and writor best known for her work in chil-
drens books. Her first big hit is with the 
“Charlie and Lola” series in 2000 with “I 

will not ever Never eat a tomato”. which won 
the Kate Greenaway Medal for “most distin-
guished illustration in a book for children” 
of that year. As a illustrator she has won 5 

awards and as a writor 8. 

ARTIST ANALYSIS: 
 She uses very vibrant pops of colours on 
the focal points to attract atention and the 
background uses pastel or midtone colours. 
This may be a good way to draw children’s 
attention to important elements as they are 
attracted to vibrant colours. Her characters 
have ditinctive shapes on their faces  as 
well as highly being outlined to a degree. 

REASEACH

ERIC CARLE

ARTIST OVERVIEW:
 Eric Carle is an American designer, 
illustrator and writer of children’s book’s 
books. He is famouse for The Very Hungry 
Catepillar which has been translated into 

more than 62 languages .

ARTIST ANALYSIS: 
 Carle mostly illustrate insects and an-
imals in a child like style. The shapes he 
uses are very simple, like that of a child 

drawing. He applies basic textures over these 
shapes make them look as though they  are 
hand made, this could be due to much of his 
work being made using tissue paper. Many of 
the complexities of real animals are simpli-

fied down and stylized

ROALD DAHL

ARTIST OVERVIEW:
 Roald Dahl was an British writer, Air-
force fighter pilot and illustrator. He has 
won numorous awards such as 1973’s World Fan-
tasy Award for Life achievement as well as 
Children’s Author of the Year award in 1990.

ARTIST ANALYSIS: 
 His illustrative style is playful, and 

suggestive. He uses pastel colour schemes 
that are not harsh to the eye. He uses rhythm 
to lead the viewers eye. The outlines of his 
illustrations often are not enclosed and con-
taining but rough and sketch-like. Shapes 

being exaggerated to reflect the character of 
people or objects. 

PIECE ANALYSIS: 
 In the piece to right, Roald Dahl uses 
compositional principles to create an appeal-
ing piece of art. Firstly he uses a “Steel 
Yard” composition with the boy and the caul-
dron. They provide visual balance to the im-
age as if one is removed the piece would be 
unbalanced. Noise control is used effectively 
where the cauldron is the focal point and has 
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MEETING 1
MEETING ONE
WEEK 1

Key Points:

Set deadlines for project objectives and timeline for 
project.
Decide on tasks for the week.
Allocate tasks to each person.
Risk and concerns.

In our first meeting we discussed many issues and 
clarified our plan so we each knew what our jobs were 
and the tasks we were doing. To expand upon that, we 
created a master time-line for the project overall 
showing the tasks we had to complete and the deadlines 
for each section of the project. We agreed that we had 
a lot of work to do for our game concept, so it was 
best to set deadlines and planned out our individual 
tasks to make sure all our work was completed on time. 
This way we can work efficiently and avoid not having 
enough time to finish the project at the end. We’re 
also aware problems could occur so we planned a sec-
tion at the end to fix. In addition, our plan is sub-
ject to change, we’re aware our initial plan and allo-
cation won’t be perfect so it’s not set in stone. 

After identifying all the tasks for the concept phase 
we allocated tasks among ourselves in the key charac-
ter designs and concepts we have to create. This way 
each of us knew what we had to complete.

We also bounced general ideas we had that we could im-
plement into the game but these are general and to be 
considered during the concepting phase when we decide 
on something solid.

We also decided to have weekly meetings to pres-
ent work and check up on progress as well as dis-
cuss changes that we may want. We decided if at any 
point we have doubts or worries it should be discussed 
straight away to make due changes.



- MEETING 2 -
MEETING TWO

WEEK 2

In the second meetings we went round the group and showed the progress we’d been making 
from the previous week establishing a ground on where we were so we could decide what we 
could do next. Afterward as a team we established what we needed to do for Week 2 which 
came down to the following:

Sinbad; 
Create a Moodboard on GUI 
Finish Little Red Character Design
Create an Item List ( add little sketches if needed for visualization ) - Anything Goes. 
Designs for the Forest Level. (Colour palettes, placement e.g what’s going to be in the 
background and foreground.)u   (Also tiles/furniture/objects that you can copy and paste to 
fill the scene).
Continue on with environment Sketches.
Come up with 3 names for game

Jason;
Granny Silhouettes
Granny Final (tuesday)
Pixel Art for Granny and Minion (Tuesday)
Final Minion’s (Tuesday)
Factory concepts. (Wedsnesday)
Cavern concepts (Thursday)
Create tiles for the environment (Forest, Factory, Cavern)  (Thursday)
Come up with 3 names for game 
Game play concepts (FRIDAY)
Create a art plan for jack. (DONE BITCH)
Concept art for towers. (SATURDAY)
PROCESS RESEARCH + PUT CHILDRENS ILLUSTRATORS INTO THE GOOGLE SLIDE. (TUESDAY) (PIXEL ENVI-
RONMENT, CHARACTERS, SPRITES AND CONCEPT ART PAINTINGS)
CREATE A GRADE SCHEME FOR TEAM. (DONE BIATCH)
Eat your Rice.

Jack;
Complete Section 4
Look at some more tutorials involving core aspects i.e Tower AI, Pathing, Code.
Create handouts for assembling levels.
Create a list of things needed i.e Sprite Separation, 
Come up with 3 names for game

We decided to set a minimum baseline to follow due to previous advice given to us. 



MEETING 3
MEETING THREE

WEEK 2

In this meeting we went over the a powerpoint our team 
leader created which broke down the criteria for each 
of the units down into simple points that we can fo-
cus on. The powerpoint went over the units 18, 46, 68.  
This was to clear up any concerns in the group and 
make sure everyone was confident that our project was 
still on track as the game we chose to design and cre-
ate is quite different to what the brief may have ex-
pected.

We decided we needed to start compiling new game names 
each week.

Red riding hood and the Cyborg wolves from mars
Apple & pies
Attack of the Cyborg Wolves from mars.
A robotic wolf army approaches.
Little red quest for pie.
Mission: Pie.
Feeding Time:



MEETING 4
MEETING 4

Key points: 
Problem occured.
Overcoming the problems - discussion with matt finding 
exploring possible solutions, then refining ideas by 
oneself and presenting solution to group.
Solution must mean least amount of deviation from our 
original plan in order to maintain team morale whilst 
meeting the new criteria our
Having team come up with 2 minigame ideas with contri-
butions from all members.

This is an emergency meeting. An incident occurred 
where our current plans were halted our morale was 
down due to believing that we would have much more 
work to do and the work we put in up to this point 
would not be enough.This is an emergency so we had to 
find a solution to this problem as soon as possible 
that does not mean large quantity of of new work added 
to the tasklist. We also had clear up any morale con-
cerns with team members.

We had a meeting with our games tutor, where we de-
fined out exactly what we had to do and generated 
solutions to meet it whilst avoiding adding too much 
new work to the game. The idea we came up with is to 
have two additional levels with consisted of minigames 
that would be very simple to code and allow us to re-
use as many assets that we originally planned to cre-
ate.  

Below is a diagram that shows the how the game could 
work.

The player could be required to play and complete 
minigames to unlock new features and aspects of the 
game. Another way would be having the traveling be-
tween levels be the minigames. The player could play 
through the mini games to as a logical way for our 
main character to reach the next level.



How it could play out
Between levels, the player will have an option to choose at the shop, one 
side quest minigame to play in order to unlock new type of weapon or tower. 
E.g slow down tower. Or expand the number of tower locations we can place. 
Below are some mockups for possible ideas.
#
This solution was presented to the rest of the group and we had a group ac-
tivity where we generated ideas for 2 additional minigames that would be 
simple and easy to code and create. We aimed to meet a few set criterias 
for the mini-games we had to create. Below are our requirements for the mi-
ni-game generation:
 
Simple to code and write handouts for.

Educational

Base it around a narrative that makes sense I.E Collect some shit to build a 
new tower, or collect kidnap some spirits to enslave at the factory.

Reusing the backgrounds we planned to make anyways.

Ideally it’s best to have to make as few new assets as possible.

The ideas we decided on is a narrative game where to find forest sprites 
in-order to move onto the next level. The other idea we decided on is a on 
is a minecart game where you sit in a minecart and in order to reach your 
destination you must complete questions. You must reach it before the count-
down timer reaches 0. We also decided on the possible features the player 
could unlock from these minigames. Which could be a crystal tower or a new 
leaf blower. In addition from the forest sprite level we would have a forest 
sprite pet unlocked for the player.

We also begun to plan the presentation for next week and allocated what each 
person would speak about. 



MEETING 5
Week 3

This week we had a revision of game ideas. 
Key ideas:
Change of tower defense to cooking game
Re-Allocation of roles
Tasks for the week.

This week we decided that a tower defense idea would 
be too complex with too many pieces for us currently. 
We simplified it to a cooking game mode. 
We also allocated the roles on the team. Each member 
will be responsible for their own levels. 

Jason - GUI - SEQUENCES INTRO AND OUTRO
Sinead - GUI - MAIN CHARACTER
Jack - SOUND - MUSIC

Each of us will provide support to other team members 
in our areas of strengths. However we should all con-
sider each other’s game and give suggestions or feed-
back on elements.

For this week the work for each team member is:

Jason: 
Sprite sheet for Wolves
Adding detail to level
BLOCK OUT
SPRITE SHEET FOR LITTLE RED
Coding level
Item assets for level.
PLAN/Design the intro sequence to level
PlAN/Design Intro and Outro for game.
GUI: Counters
GUI: Recipe book
Refine Recipe book sprite.
Timer
Loading Screen, - Animation. - After effects? 
Initial sketches for towers

Jack:
Coding of level
Level Final design
Block-out
Minecart final design
Walking sound
Music.
Presentation slides

Sinead:
Little Red Sprite Sheet
Spirit sprite sheet (Appearing and Disappearing).
Presentation slides
Forest Level - Start to finish. (including GUI and 
stuff that will be on screen. (HIGH PRIORITY) - BY 
TUESDAY.
GUI: Main Menu
GUI : Pause Menu
GUI : Popup for Questions
GUI : Dialogue/Thought Bubble.
Game over



MEETING 6
Team meeting 6:

This team meeting we revised our remaining tasks for 
our game project. So far we have 2 completed levels, 
1 main menu, a tutorial level and music and audio for 
all of the above. Right now our main focus should be 
getting the levels of Jack and Sinead completed as 
well as intro and outro sequences for each level.  

Tasks for the week:

Jason: 
Create level select images for the two additional lev-
els. 
Get documentation up to date.
Game Design Documentation.
Action plan from feedback.

Sinead:
Complete Level and Code.
Get Documentation up to date.

Jack: 
Complete Level and Code.
Get Documentation up to date.



ART DEVELOPMENT
MAP UI BUTTONS FOR THE THEME OF LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD



Firstly, I created a mindmap mapping out all the 
points I would need to think about when creating the 
buttons. For example the colour’s based on the level 
themes we had chosen. Secondly I created a moodboard 
visualizing the points I made on the mind-map making 
sure to include things extending off this such as pix-
el games ( as we were mainly doing pixel art ) that 
had a variety of menu’s/buttons.

Then it came onto the creation of the buttons visual-
ly. Starting by creating 8-12 silhouettes not settling 
on anything in particular but keeping game features in 
mind. I then took the silhouettes and added base col-
our  to map out a feel. Then I took the base coloured 
buttons and added more detail, some more than others 
I also started to add the text and what it would say. 
Taking the detailed and text added buttons I started 
to add highlights to the text and some more depth on 
some of the buttons in terms of lighting and shade.



ART DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOP LEVEL USING PHOTOSHOP - INCLUDE DEPTH LAYERING

Before starting to create the level I made a basic sketch to reference from on where things . 
will be going. I needed something lose to follow my other other designs and ideas so I used 
this



I started by making the background and the floor in the cavern. The cavern floor is pixel art 
in contrast the back-wall which is mixed media. The mixed media makes the level light on the 
eye making it a good addition to the level. 

After the floor and the wall’s were added, I added the minecart track and it supports. The 
floors served as a great help to where the track could go and how it was going to be put. Thje 
supports having added lighting going down to add more depth to the game. 



Adding lights to the track added more depth and made for a good addition to show off my skills 
in photoshop using different layers and layer modes. For example I used Soft and Hardlight to 
make the lights layer and more brighter closer to the source. 

Adding the boarder completes the level; in the exported version of this it will be infront of 
the minecart so the player goes behind the stone pillars again adding more and more depth to 
the level.

Now that the background of complete when I start layering it in unity there will be things like 
UI for score and fuel, start and end covers etc etc 



UNITY DOCUMENTATION

I started by adding all the assets and art and sorting them into fold-
er; keeping a clean and concise assets folder is important in a sta-
ble and quick development process. Each folder has its own purpose as 
you an see; Level Art, Materials, Scenes and Scripts. Knowing where 
everything is, is important.

EDITOR VIEW

CAMERA VIEW

SETTING UP AND COLLIDER, ART AND 
GAMEPLAY FEATURES



UNITY DOCUMENTATION
CREATING UI

CREATING THE FIRST CANVAS WHICH 
WOULD ULTIMATLY BE THE GENERAL UI 
WASNT HARD. I NEEDED THE FOLLOWING:

Question Display, 
Input Field for the Answer
Fuel Counter, 
Score, 
Combo, 
Combo Multiplier, 
CORRECT, 
INCORRECT

After making them I had to connect 
them all in my code as the values 
for some needed to be changed; that 
is documented below. 

and I needed to connect all the 
things the the game manager script 
which will be shown also below.

EDITOR VIEW

CAMERA VIEW



UNITY DOCUMENTATION
CREATING ENDING UI 

CAMERA VIEW

EDITOR VIEW

cREATING THE Second UI which would 
be the End SCore display was pretty 
much exactly the same as the first 
UI

Back Panel,
Continue Text, 
Grade, 
Score, 
Correct, 
Incorrect, 
Main Text, 

After making them I had to connect 
them all in my code as the values 
for some needed to be changed; that 
is documented below. 

and I needed to connect all the 
things the the game manager script 
which will be shown also below.



UNITY DOCUMENTATION
connecting objects to scripts 

These are all the connections I made; the as-
sets on the list to the right are all connected to 
the scripts as you can see. its important to have 
everything connected correctly otherwise your level/
game will not work properley and might cause seri-
ous issues in the long term if you neglect it. This 
is why naming assets is important and not having 10 
texts because you know which one is which and where 
it needs to go. It dosent just make things quicker it 
makes things less painful for you. 



CODE
GAME MANAGER

1-6: Importing the necessary Engines and Systems to be 
used in the script. I imported 3 from beside the the 
standard 3; 
UnityEngine.UI - Manages Canvas’s
UnityEngine.EventSystem - Manages In Game Event Sys-
tems
UnityEngine.SceneManagement - Manages Scene control 
and transfering

9-54: This is where I add all my variables I use in 
the script whether its a int store value or a text 
place holder it all goes here. Its where the code ref-
erences too and its what you need to do if you want 
to connect anything like Text and GameObjects to the 
code.

83-110:// START FUNCTION //Adding values to some of 
the variables; this mostly only needs to be done for 
things such as gameObjects being set to false. It’s 
also useful for other things like on line 103 I added 
the rb to the minecart so that when we make any force 
changes to the rigidbody it will apply it to the mi-
necart. 

On lines 108 and 107 this is an example of adding text 
to a variable. Using the .text addition
On line 100  is an example of setting a bool to true 
of false. ( a bool being an on or of statement)



114-127: These are like the variables being changed in the start function but 
these need to constantly updated. The variables in there are things such as 
score that again need to be constantly updates so when their values change on 
preceding scripts and functions it changes it on the visual aspect too. 120 
and 121 are examples of these. Breaking down the line of code we start with 
the Variable and its modified in this case .text is the addition. The equals 
sign indicates what were adding the variable in this case it’s a text value 
followed by a integer or float. The integer or float is converted from its 
value to a string using the ToString modifier. 

On line 117 I have “PlayerAnswer.ActivateInputField();” this essentially ac-
tivates the input field without you having to click. I wanted no mouse cursor 
to be used in my level as it just seemed cluttered. So by adding this it just 
opens the input fields box without clicking.  

Moving down on lines 138-145 we have my if statement to check if the fuel is 
above 1 and if it is the minecart will move without answers questions. Fuel 
is granted when a question is answered right and this is an addition to that 
reward. Line 140 is the force addition to the rigidbody which we defined ear-
lier in the script and it will add force to whatever I set in the parameters 
at the end in this case it will scale up 1 force until it hits 6. It stops 
at 6 because on line 142 and 143 it checks to see whether the current veloc-
ity of the rigidbody is greater than 6 if it is it will add force equal to 
velocity of the minecart. Because it’s a constant thing changing it balances 
out and doesn’t start and stop because code works in milliseconds it’s barely 
noticeable.

Lines 150 - 163 are my Correct Incorrect Coroutines. I use these as a way to 
enable and disable the Correct and Incorrect pop-ups when an answer is right 
or wrong. It has its own incorporated system called yield new return which 
acts like a timer/wait. So I can enable the correct sign then it will wait 
2-3 seconds then disable it again. It can be adjusted by simply changing a 
value. The if statement which controls the enabling of the coroutine is trig-
gered later in the script in a void function known as CheckAnswer();



Moving down the script. Line 167 enables the 
use of a timer to follow up in seconds. I use 
tihs timer below on line 169 to add fuel decay 
to the minecart. It decreates by 1 fuel every 
3 seconds. On line 177 that if statement stops 
the fuel from ever going negative by setting 
the fuel at 0 constantly if its at 0. 

183-200 is my fuel level system. Essentially 
when the fuel goes over or below a certain num-
ber of fuel it will change colour. The three 
colours I choose were RED, YELLOW AND GREEN. 
Green being alot and red being little. 

204 - 218 is something I really enjoyed making 
which is the combo system; this particular sec-
tion is just the changing off the UI showing if 
your on a combo or not. The real magic begins 
further down. 



223-258 is basically the back bone to my level. Its quiet 
beautiful actually. It intergrates the use of randomly gener-
ated numbers between two values which makes changing the lev-
els difficulty is really easy. Also containing the potential 
to have questions up to any length 3, 4, 5 numbers adding to-
gether. It uses for loops to generate the questions until it 
meets the certain requirements set. The requirement is the 
OperationCountLimit as seen using on line 227 which stops the 
loop once its limit has been reached. It checks that on line 
228. Further down the public void it starts to initilize the 
answer variable and also changes the question text to be the 
question by reading the list as its created and takes the val-
ues adding it to a string. To them display as the question and 
ends it with an equals sign.

262-375 is the expansion of the Addition Script for further 
development. Its more of a show case to show you how simple it 
is to change addition to subtraction etc etc



223-258 is basically the back bone to my level. Its quiet 
beautiful actually. It intergrates the use of randomly gener-
ated numbers between two values which makes changing the lev-
els difficulty is really easy. Also containing the potential 
to have questions up to any length 3, 4, 5 numbers adding to-
gether. It uses for loops to generate the questions until it 
meets the certain requirements set. The requirement is the 
OperationCountLimit as seen using on line 227 which stops the 
loop once its limit has been reached. It checks that on line 
228. Further down the public void it starts to initilize the 
answer variable and also changes the question text to be the 
question by reading the list as its created and takes the val-
ues adding it to a string. To them display as the question and 
ends it with an equals sign.

262-375 is the expansion of the Addition Script for further 
development. Its more of a show case to show you how simple it 
is to change addition to subtraction etc etc



387-432 is the check answer function which works alongside the 
generate question. It takes the answer and checks it with the 
players input ( into the inputfield ) if its a match it runs 
down the first part of the script where it does things such 
as add the score based on the combo multiplier if it’s active 
and adds force to the minecart to give the player a reward for 
answering the question correctly and also adds fuel as I men-
tioned before. This is also where the CorrectTrigger gets set 
to true. ( this is the bool that needs to be active to run the 
coroutine as mentioned before ) 

Lines 406 -423 is a follow on of the showcase where you can 
impliment the different questions after a certain point has 
been reached. The method I used could be better instad of do-
ing all these triggers I could do a number based system where 
every time it went to the next section it added one to a vari-
able which would be checked if it was 1 for instantce it would 
generate subtraction questions, if it was 2 ; multiplication 
etc etc. 

The else if on line 424 is the incorrect part. If the Play-
er Answer is not equal to the answer then run the inncorrect 
lines. 



434 - 440 is the collider trigger appropriatly named OnTrig-
gerEnter. It basically sets the Q1Trigger to true to enable 
the next line of questioning and starts the Coroutine that 
enables the question UI back on instead of the End Score UI. ( 
they get turned on and off in the IEnumerator at the bottom on 
line 471. ) 

Line 471 is a coroutine which basically is a section of code 
which runs when called. Using a while in a coroutine is like 
making sure its contained and dosent bug out. My while checks 
to see if the Incorrect Trigger is true of not. If it is it 
does whats inside the loop and if it isnt it stops. 



FEEDBACK
WEEK 8 GAME TEST

feedback request/quote: “Needs more wORK”

aCTION taken: The game was developed alot
more adding in a series of inticate gameplay
mechanics such as score and fuel and combos
to make the game more full and fun for the user
(children ages 7-8).

feedback request/quote: “put text so the player
knows how to move”

aCTION taken: Adding a small text window at the 
start of the level reading “answer the queston 
correctly to push the minecart fixed this problem.
The game didnt need a seperate tutorial for this
level as the mechanics are simele to follow and
are mostley self explainitory. 

We did a series of feedback reports - feedback 
given from members of the class. I kept it small
for documentation sake. We used alot of the 
feedback to expand out levels more and further



game design document







peer evaluation



evaluation
the educational game project was a huge success not just for me but my whole team; we exceeled at the 
task given and produced a game that met the brief and as I have said before a game that meets and in 
somecases exceeds mine and my teams personal expectations. We started developing a tower defence game 
on weeks 1-3 getting 100’s of slides worth of mechanics and gameplay features down ready for week 4 in 
which the game development would begin; sadly we were told that the idea we had wouldnt fit the brief 
and that the levels were all similar in gameplay mechanics so we had to scrap the entire idea and make 
up for the 3 weeks lost time. we crammed 3 weeks worth of research and development into a week; We didnt 
scrap all our ideas from the origional tower defence game keeping things like the art work concepts and 
the level progression system we had. All we needed to do was create minigames to fit into those 
levels and link them over the entire game. After comming up with all the ideas and concepts we began 
to create our game; i was a little slow on that and didnt complete my level unitl 5 weeks later. Most-
ly because I was learning C# as I felt that knowing it in the long run was something that would benefit 
me further into the industry. On week  5 before Half term Jason our team leader decided to enter out 
game into the BAFTA WHICH WAS ANOTHER REASON MY LEVEL TOOK SO LONG TO COMPLETE. i WAS INCHARGE OF game 
sfx and Music WHILE ALSO HELPING WITH SOME ART ASPECTS HERE AND THERE AND THE gAMEPLAY OF SOME FOT HE 
FREATURES. Towards the end of the project on week 8-10 was really just a cram to get everything perfect 
which we suceeded in  finishing on the day before the deadline. 

The project was generally about producing a game that fits the brief. The brief was to create a game 
suitable for an age range of our choice and the look into developing it on tablet and phone. And we did 
just that. 

If we had the extra 3 weeks we lost at the start of the project im sure our game would be 10x better. 


